
This Code of Conduct applies to Living Arts International, inclusive of Cambodian 
Living Arts and Mekong Cultural Hub. 



This Code of Conduct applies to all Staff and Collaborators, whether paid or voluntary, 
during the period of their engagement with MCH. 



MCH works with Collaborators on the basis of specific skills, experience and expertise 
that they can contribute to programs and to participants. MCH recognises that many, 
if not all, of these skills and experiences have been gained outside of MCH's programs; 
as such, MCH does not seek to claim that Collaborators represent MCH or that MCH 
has ownership of ideas or work created by the Collaborator(s) in an MCH program.



Each time a Collaborator undertakes a new engagement with MCH, they shall commit 
to follow this Code of Conduct as part of their terms of reference. 





CODE OF CONDUCT 

 The Staff/ Collaborator shall accept responsibility for personal work and for any 
work done under their direction, even if implemented by other colleagues, 
seeking always to conform to recognised good practice including quality 
standard

 The Staff/ Collaborator shall act in a professional and ethical manner in their 
engagement, respecting confidentiality and intellectual property right

 Personal information about participants (including potential participants), 
discussions related to participant selection and reviews related to participants' 
learning must be kept confidential at all times
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 Information shared by Participants or other MCH Staff and Collaborators in an 
MCH space should be considered confidential and should not be shared 
casually, unless permission has been obtaine

 The Staff/ Collaborator should do all in their power to ensure that their 
professional activities do not put the health and safety of others at ris

 Communication to participants, including feedback and critique, should be 
delivered in a professional manner and kept relevant to the scope of the 
progra

 The Staff/Collaborator must separate personal and professional opinions, and 
should avoid comments of a disrespectful or personal nature when critiquing 
the work of mentees, participants, alumni and artists in general, avoiding 
'naming and shaming', even in personal discussions

 The Staff/Collaborator should be mindful of power-asymmetries that may exist 
among participants and between themself and the participant(s

 The Staff/ Collaborator will never engage in corrupt practice, such as providing 
preferential treatment in exchange for favours, impersonating someone else, 
exerting influence on another through threats

 The Staff/Collaborator should seek to encourage questions, feedback and 
critique from peers and participants, provided it is delivered in a respectful and 
professional manner, relevant to the scope of the program




BREACHES OF THE CODE 



Any alleged breaches of the code will be investigated and taken seriously. If a breach 
is found to have occurred, action will be taken by MCH, appropriate to the seriousness 
of the breach. This may include, but is not limited to, a written warning, participating 
in a mandatory training, or cooling-off period of up to six months, between some or all 
of the parties involved, which may include a suspension of formal collaboration 
during this period. 




AGREEMENT 



I confirm I have read and understood the above Code of Conduct and agree to adhere to 
the principles contained therein



Signed:



Name:

Title:

Date:



Valid for 12 months from date of signature 
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